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Abstract

Temperature is one of the most important parameters for the performance,
safety, and aging of lithium-ion batteries and has been linked to all main
barriers for widespread commercial success of electric vehicles.

The aim of this thesis is to highlight the importance of temperature effects,
as well as to provide engineering tools to study these.

The mass transport phenomena of the electrolyte with LiPF6  in EC:DEC was
fully characterized in between 10 and 40 °C and 0.5 and 1.5 M, and all mass
transport properties were found to vary strongly with temperature.

A superconcentrated electrolyte with LiTFSI in ACN was also fully
characterized at 25 °C, and was found to have very different properties and
interactions compared to LiPF6  in EC:DEC.

The benefit of using the benchmarking method termed electrolyte
masstransport resistivity (EMTR) compared to using only ionic conductivity
was illustrated for several systems, including organic liquids, ionic liquids,
solid polymers, gelled polymers, and electrolytes containing flame-retardant
additives.

TPP, a flame-retardant electrolyte additive, was evaluated using a HEV
load cycle and was found to be unsuitable for high-power applications such as
HEVs.

A large-format commercial battery cell with a thermal management system
was characterized using both experiments and a coupled electrochemical and
thermal model during a PHEV load cycle. Different thermal management
strategies were evaluated using the model, but were found to have only minor
effects since the limitations lie in the heat transfer of the jellyroll.
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